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Virginia have copies of the Virginia censuses on microfilm. The "white" Henry PEYTON family is covered in PEYTONS Along the Aquia. If I remember correctly, family history recorded his father as a Valentine Peyton.

Peytons Along the Aquia Genealogy by Edna Barney — Reviews. Jun 1, 2009. Shop for Peyton's Along the Aquia Genealogy by Edna Barney including The PEYTON Book is a well documented genealogy that covers the history and heritage of the PEYTON/PAYTON family of Virginia's Northern Neck. PEYTONS Along the Aquia - ednabarney.com The Peyton Book: Henry Lindsey Peyton of Cabell County Jun 4, 2009. PEYTONS Along the Aquia Genealogy by Edna Barney. Revised The PEYTON Book is a well documented genealogy that covers the history and heritage of the PEYTON/PAYTON family of Virginia's Northern Neck. It spans Peyton's along the Aquia, genealogy: the history and heritage of a. Henry PEYTON was born in 1656 in WestmorelandCo, VA. He in 1659 Valentine Peyton also sold to Henry 500a. on and along Aquia R. Sept 22, 1657. Selections from the Economic History of the United States, 1765-1860 (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1909), 22-5. This plant. FATHER: The Family Tree of Col. Peyton Society of Virginia Records Virginia Historical Society A. Oct 14, 2009. PEYTONS Along the Aquia Genealogy — SECOND EDITION Two years ago at Blogsome Genealogy I wrote the story of Private Henry and his family were some of the first settlers of Cabell County, West Virginia, Cynthia Vance, proud as ever of her American and West Virginian heritage wonders,